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“When a meme is no longer ‘cool’ and you have to force
yourself to never mention it ever again, so as to avoid being
mistaken for a meme-layman. you repress its existence from
your mind and live on in blissful ignorance, until another
frog on a unicycle or some shit arrives and fills the deep void
where your parents love should be.”
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Urban Dictionary definition of Memenesia

M

emes are a great tool to appropriate reality.
Memes are not detached from the conditions of
society, but they reflect these conditions in many
respects. Despite or possibly because of the
fractured nature of this reflection, societal conditions are made
visible via memetic output. If we know that post-capitalism has
become an abstraction, memes concretize it in their chaotic
form. Post-capitalism works best when it’s not perceived at all,
thus securing the limits of what’s supposed to be the experience
of reality. Memes however are tools for making visible and
therefore they expand the experience of reality.
The collected Memenesia writings you are about to read are
about this making-visible. The texts illustrate the fractured
nature of the meme landscape and with it also its richness and
liveliness. Memenesia’s texts range from an interview with a
Gen Z blogger and political meme poster, to the current and
possible future uses of deepfakes in meme culture and beyond.
Taken as a whole these texts present not only a critical view on
meme culture, but also on our digital reality today.
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Because of this, meme culture is non-quantifiable and is therefore able to influence this polished reality we are stuck with
at present. The ‘shitpost’ occupies a position not unlike the
process of detournement, conceived by Guy Debord, which
involved an appropriation of mainstream media and cultural
objects and slogans, which were designed specifically to maintain the political status quo. Beyond this, however, the shitpost
or dank meme aim at an abstraction of reality, less individually
than as part of a mass of memes that together push the social
and political climate in unpredictable directions. To be a meme
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Today’s reality sometimes appears as polished as our smartphones. Even ugliness has lost its negativity and is given a shine
and shimmer to consume and enjoy it more easily. Negativity
is eliminated because it is an obstacle to speedy communication.
Reality has to appear invulnerable to make it quantifiable.
Meme culture has a way of ducking these tendencies with its
own concepts of reference and meaning which can hardly be
called polished in nature.
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They present an overview of meme activity from the performative (Valentina Tanni and Mona Lisa’s), to the political ( Joshua
Citarella’s interview with an active political meme producer,
and Caroline Sinders’ text on r/WallStreetBets and Gamergate),
to the magickal (Marc Tuters), to Digital Flaneurism (Mike
Watson), and deepfakery ( Jerry Galle). While no such survey
can be complete, Memenesia presents a selection of reflections
from active meme producers and theorists of the gaps that the
meme sphere opens up in our understanding of reality thus far.
In so doing, each of the theorists entertains the very real possibility that the unruly and unpredictable realm memes will have
a major influence on our future, politically, socially and in terms
of how we define ourselves. Memenesia is as much about forgetting the real world as forgetting and recalling passing meme
trends as they pass in and out of vogue.

maker, or even a meme theorist is to partake in this thrilling
yet entirely nonsensical group activity. Its rewards are seen
whenever memes seemingly tip the socio economic order in
an unforeseen direction. This is mem magick, yet is yet to be
directed in any specific direction. Some would argue that it
is enough that we can disrupt reality at all, though the rise of
QAnon and other far right tendencies suggest that there is a lot
at stake. Directing shitposting towards a specific purpose may
be heresy for many meme purists who are intent on bringing
about an abstraction of society itself. In this sense perhaps the
amnesia in memenesia represents in part a forgetting of why
we came here in the first place. Of what led to the disruption of
officialised culture. We are so wrapped up in the sense of loss
itself that we are losing sight of what we set out to lose (for the
most part a conservative patriarchal hierarchy). Yet what is this
is the Enlightenment Project we never really pursued the first
time around, and we are only at the very start of a bid to throw
culture up in the air to see where and how it lands? To some
degree this aspect of memes and their effects makes the role of
the meme producer and theorist one of passive observance.
We do not meme, rather we are ‘memed’.

M I K E W AT S O N & J E R R Y G A L L E
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Reality
Rerun

Edmund Monsiel, Untitled, c. 1940/1950

BY JERRY GALLE
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Reality is getting unreal. The known and
beloved meme aesthetics are being enhanced
by AI generated deepfakery. Online representations of reality are hallucinating before
our eyes. Deepfake memes present a perfect
means to inject our online lives with these
digital hallucinogens. These strange and
beautiful deepfakes usher in a new creative
method of tinkering with memes. Yet they
are also tying reality (or irl) more closely to
the digital world. Experiencing deepfakes
is like seeing an alternative past and future
gradually assume form in the digital ether.
Have we finally found a way to deny reality?
DeepDream, A. Mordvintsev, 2015
11

If we close the black boxed hood and zoom out, deepfakes are
found at the other tail end of the AI productivity landscape.
What we see are deepfakes that both look like hallucinations
— memes on acid even — yet are more realistic. These deepfakes are getting so good at “hallucinating” that we have both
an alternate reality and an alternate past on our hands. Because
of these realistic hallucinations we are slowly being confronted
with the rise of fakes and within their wake, disinformation and
untruths. What began as a trickle a couple of years ago, has
resulted in a gush of deepfakes today. Reality is turning into
something unreal, unnatural even.
What will happen if these deepfakes end up in AI training data
soup pretending to be real depictions of reality? Several cyberthreats lurk here. Could disinformation be classified as true and
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Deepfakes are Memes on Deep Acid
There’s a striking resemblance between these two images. One is
by outsider artist Edmund Monsiel, the other one is a render
of the DeepDream1 algorithm. Edmund Monsiel creates drawings in extreme mental states. DeepDream visualizes patterns
learned by a neural net. In both images we encounter so-called
horror vacui: the meticulously filling of the surface with detail.
But in the case of the DeepDream image, a new type of digital
horror vacui is synthesized. This digital variant of horror vacui
is a result of forwarding an image through a neural network enhancing patterns gradually recognized by the network. The goal
of DeepDream is the visualization of the inside workings of
neural nets by illuminating the dreaded anti-enlightenment
blackbox. DeepDream shows us an under the hood view of AI
models that are getting better at mimicking human thought
processes. What’s surprising is that both images seem to hallucinate reality, rather than just depicting it.

recurrently used and exponentially reprocessed as AI training
data fodder? It would be impossible to trace these deepfakes
back to their origins. We would end up with a truly big surreal
mash of data. Because there would be no way of discerning
reality from hallucination anymore, we would end up in an extreme synthetic mental state — not unlike those we saw earlier
with outsider artists. But maybe exactly this extremity is what’s
needed to synthesize our consciousness more “truthfully” —
as is the hope of many transhumanists such as Zoltan Istvan.
Moreover, our brains are presumably more or less hallucinating
all the time. Hallucinations are considered a part of our virtual
perceptions, they are just not very trustworthy ones.
So are there ways to deal with this growing mess? Yes there
are. One way to validate the origins of deepfakes is the use of
blockchains. Current data gathering lacks the ability to track its
origins. Yet blockchain technology such as Ethereum could be
used to prove the authenticity of deepfakes in a way that is decentralized, trusted, and secure. The allure of a meme blockchain
is tempting, albeit less wild and certainly less dank than the currently existing meme culture. This would also have the useful side
effect of challenging the nefarious use of memes for advertising,
political influencing and truth poisoning. Yet the ecological cost
of blockchain tech is huge and it is not the greenest solution by
far. There do exist however, other, less processor hungry ways
to verify fakes today. Tineye2, for instance, can reverse search
images and find where they appear online. Another option is
to use the Youtube DataViewer3, which is an app that traces
YouTube video’s and extracts metadata from them for further investigation. Additionally, deepfakes can be debunked using the
defake4 app, or by using the Sensity5 software. These apps are
far from perfect and they do still need a human overwatching
the debunking process. Nonetheless, the most reliable way of
discerning fake from real is still the trained human eye. On the
whichfaceisreal6 site you can train yourself to spot which digital

13
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Truth as Cryptomnist Commodity
Truth is deepfake’s currency. Like many of today’s currencies
and credits, deepfake’s truth-currency is fictitious. Regular
memes don’t create market value, because they are popularity
driven. This meme virality is especially governed by specific
segments of online fora, guaranteeing its decentralization.
Those fora are the decentralized in-crowd that are the means
of meme production. However, by using AI to create deepfake memes these means of (re)production and their virality
could shift. For instance a shift might occur from memes being
popularity driven to them being truth driven. Furthermore, the
earlier mentioned governance of the in-crowds that are in the
know of hidden meme signifiers, could pass over to big tech and
even nation states. These powerful actors possess the computer
processing power to create sophisticated deepfakes. Even more
so, the ones that can spot or fabricate deepfakes, will have the
power over their virality and will therefore be able to marketize
them. Politicians have already co-opted this format to further
their propaganda schemes. As an example, a deepfake of the
president of India’s ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), Manoj
Tiwari, went viral on WhatsApp in the country ahead of legislative assembly elections in Delhi.7 The Tiwari deepfake reached
about 15 million people in thousands of WhatsApp groups.
It consisted of Tiwari speaking Haryanvi, the Hindi dialect
spoken by the target voters for the BJP, instead of the English
he spoke in the original video. Tiwari does not actually speak
Haryanvi, the language of a large and lucrative voter group.

Memes have traditionally been very efficient in disseminating
information at a grassroots levels. Therefore viral memes are
generally not used to inform, but to instigate. The ones that
engineer alternative truths have the power to instigate online
truth-paranoia. These alternative truth engineers profit from
virally influencing emotions and beliefs. The resulting paranoia
creates novel blank spots, vulnerabilities and insecurities to fill
in and monetize at will.
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identities are fake. This type of training will be beneficial in the
future. Spotting deepfakes will therefore surely become a future
job opportunity. And although AI models are being trained
to do just this, human eye-control will remain crucial given
their varying success rates. Besides creating job opportunities,
spotting and creating fakes will also generate new commodity
forms.

Such tactics are far from new, however. Just have a look at this
quote from Sigmund Freud’s nephew Edward Bernays’ 1947
‘Engineering of Consent’8 : “The United States has become a
small room where a single whisper is magnified thousands of
times.” The activities of today’s spin doctors, PR and the advertising industry were already coined during this time. Deepfakes
are just the next step in engineering consent. It is only a matter
of time until AI and its use of deepfakes sink deep into big data
and the popular consciousness.
But will we still recognize ourselves in these hallucinogenic
deep memes? Perhaps a new form of digital cryptomnesia will
arise? Cryptomnesia occurs when a forgotten memory returns
without its being recognized as such by the subject. The subject
believes this memory is something new and original. However,
this memory is biased. A person may falsely recall experiencing
a thought, an idea, a past event or even a ‘truth’. The cryptomnist is not deliberately engaging in memory falsification but rather experiencing a memory as if it were a new inspiration. Will
this memory bias be co-instigated by AI generated deepfakes?
How about Bernays’ whispers being synthetic fakes that were
generated with AI models in the first place? As said earlier, limiting the harm of deepfake manipulation that has entered big
data will require an active tracking of the history of the fakes,
and of the social processes that produce truth. If our history is
rewritten by deepfakes, then our past will surely change.
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turn. The algorithm has slipped in between the momentary act
of copy pasting, injecting the pasted material with a new take on
its suspended copy, on its past reality.
However sophisticated deepfake algorithms may be in performing their trickery, they’re still a form of copy pasting. The most
viral deepfakes are the ones where a face has been pasted upon
another subject’s body. This digital puppetry is so unsettling
because deepfakes don’t really adhere to the known and loved
online ‘re-’ culture. The ‘re-’ has taken over our online behaviour
for a while now. We are all retweeting, reposting and reblogging.
Deepfake by Fake Noodles, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0U3EH1HAdSg

The techniques behind deepfakes have existed for years. From the
beginning of audio recordings and early motion picture technology, fakes have always been a part of the media landscape.
Tape splicing can create audio recordings that seem to be real
when in fact they are simply cut ups of an original audio source.
Video techniques that appear to do things that they never actually did, have also been around for decades. But AI is the new kid
on the block and has recently become relatively easy to use. This
falsification of reality raises ethical questions because the results
are so deceivingly good. With, for instance, the reface10 app it’s
easy to accurately face swap. The deepfakememes reddit11 page
is filled with funny takes on face swapping Putin or Lukachenko
onto Miley Cyrus video clips. These images are digital phantoms in which the copy pasting technique has taken a cringe
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Copypasta is internet slang for a piece of text that gets copied and
pasted over and over again. According to the Urban Dictionary: “It’s a
copy and pasted block of text usually posted on a message board to troll
newer users and as an inside joke between older users.” 9
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Copypasta Past

Yet, deepfakes do seem to belong to a different copy paste-category all together and they stray considerably from the ‘re’-culture.
Maybe they belong more to the realm of ventriloquism. The ventriloquist dummy is compelled to copy a script written by another. Yet, the effectiveness of the dummy lies in the illusion that
it is real and therefore possesses its own past. As an example of
AI ventriloquism, just, use the deep-nostalgia12 app and watch
your dead relatives come to live again. In that respect deepfakes
are meta-hauntological. As stated by Derrida in his 1993 book
‘Specters of Marx’13, hauntology is the study of that which repeats without ever being present. In hauntology reality is replaced
by a copy of the past. But in the case of deepfakes, that act of
replacing - the pasted copy, is swapped with another person’s
past. Thus the copying itself is replaced with the past from another subject. Therefore deepfakes are ghosts of a past that never
happened and that will forever haunt us online.
In this way our online ‘re-’ culture is undergoing a surreal and
hauntological make-over. Because of this makeover the decentering of the subject goes further and is no longer genuinely
fixed in time nor is that subject firmly anchored in reality.
Reality: does It Matter?
The spectre of AI ideology roams freely and shadows what cur-
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Maybe the crux of AI ideology is that it nonetheless holds the
promise for a future. Be it a utopian or a dystopian future. For
a long time now we have become accustomed to living without
any future imagination, instead we are living in mass retromania. Our imagination of the future has become garbled with the
past. The earlier mentioned re-culture (reface10) comes to mind
as a type of very short memory. Or think of the never ending
feedback loops of era revivals such as the 80s, 90s and the
noughties and the current mash-up of all of the above that we
see today. The visualization of a future entails forms of the past
to crystalize itself in our imagination. Nonetheless, AI ideology,
and certainly the nursery tale of AGI, presents new manifesta-
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These ventures aim specifically to inject standard norms with unstable agents and orientations. AI ideology is a perfect candidate
for such tactics. This whole destabilizing setup even perversely
accentuates the old Thatcherite maxim TINA (‘there is no alternative’), because the only suggested real alternative is synthetic
in nature.

tions with which we can once again project some kind of novel
futurist and historic fiction. However inadequate and hyped AI
ideology might be and however far we stand today from true
AGI, it does open up new and unsuspected prospects.
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rent AI algorithms can effectively do. The technical capabilities
of so called narrow AI are still very limited, and not yet at the
level of AGI (Artificial General Intelligence). AGI is hypothetically intelligent software that can realize intellectual tasks on
the same level as humans. However, AGI is still a techno dream.
The narrow AI that we use today, is a very sophisticated classification system, at best. It is not self-aware or super-intelligent,
just highly capable at performing an ensemble of tasks by using
pattern recognition. The many utopian stories and dystopian
fears have rendered AI a nursery tale, despite its inability to
perform on a human level. These fantasies have seen AI evolve
into a full blown AI futurist ideology that has become a meme
in and of itself. This meme is is spinning out of control yet it
is exactly this spinning out of control that attracts capitalist
ventures.

Deepfake Memes are Dispatches from an Alternate Universe
We keep creating memes and deepfakes for a shared ground.
We jointly make them not so much to be represented in one or
by them, but for the sake of nourishing wider meme culture.
Despite the earlier argued conspicuous threats and vulnerabilities surrounding deepfakes, the use of fakery is undoubtedly a
grand tool for the creation of meme content. Its anarchic nature
fits meme culture like a glove. Memes disrupt our dull, daily
online vibe of being just a cog in a production process. Memes,
however, are more than a byproduct of that never-ending
process. The hybrid realness of the deepfake accentuates that
unruliness even more. Furthermore, the ease with which we can
create memes democratizes their use, because downloading and
using an app is enough to get you started. And if we wish to
delve deeper into the world of the deepfake, there’s an abundance of online tutorials at our disposal.
Maybe deepfake memes hold both messages from an alternate
future and from an alternate past. Do they therefore represent science-fiction coming to synthetic life before our eyes?
Or maybe they’re double agents that inhabit both the realm of
reality and of non-reality — of realism and fantasy. Deepfakes
are ghostly unreal images that by avoiding detection through
truth-filters contribute to the consensual hallucination of the
internet. They roam freely amidst our digital data rubble. If we
continue to craft these deepfakes in an artisan manner, instead
of using them as yet another device for dehumanization, we
have a new powerful creative tool at our fingertips. Maybe
denying reality is a way forward towards a re-imagining and
re-acknowledgement of our pasts and potential futures. Reality
is having a rerun.
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BY CAROLINE SINDERS
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GameStop
& Gamergate:
Unpacking
Networked
Action,
Trolling,
Harm, and
Memes

In late January 2021, it seemed that every newspaper was
reporting on how a group of Redditors had “gamed” the stock
market and saved a dying United States retail chain, Gamestop,
while in the process bankrupting a hedge fund. Reddit is considered the front page of the internet (but to broaden and better
clarify this statement, Reddit is the front page of the mainly
white, english speaking Global North internet) (Massanari
2015a). It isn’t surprising when something such as content, a
post, or even an event from Reddit cascades over to other social
media platforms, and then ends up in different newspapers, and
journalism sites as breaking news. Suddenly, the internet and
Reddit vernacular were being explained in different articles, as
the scrutiny of Reddit’s r/WallStreetBets grew. Seeing “stonks”,
“tendies” and “diamond hands” painstakingly unpacked for general readers is a surreal thing (Hadly, 2021), but it’s not totally
unprecedented. It seems that whenever something comes from
a less traversed corner of the internet, there’s always a series of
mainstream articles to explain “what happened and why”. The
explanation of the Reddit group, its dynamics and what happened was not in itself new. What was different this time around,
was how greater structures of governance responded to a Reddit
event marked by networked action, group participation and
abject trolling (Marwick, 2017). Within days, the United States
Congress planned a series of hearings for February 2021 to look
into short term selling and how and why online trading platforms
stopped the selling of GameStop stock (De, 2021).
Image from https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/stonks
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What Williams is describing here is something I have been
thinking about, too. I’ve been studying online harassment since
2013, and closely followed and studied GamerGate. Forensically, GamerGate functions similarly to r/WallStreetBets, but with
different intentions and different kinds of outcomes. GamerGate’s discussions and communities spanned across message
boards on Reddit, such as KotakuInAction, Voat, 8chan, 4chan
and KiwiFarms, with hashtag coordination and communities
on spaces like Twitter and Facebook(Massanari, 2015b). The
core community members within Gamergate organized themselves, archiving content (ggwiki 2018; ggwiki 2017), creating
or spreading misinformation and disinformation in relationship
to victims, coordinating networked harassment campaigns
against games publishers like Gamasutra, Kotaku, Paste Magazine, companies like Intel, and then harassment against so
many individual people. This kind of networked coordination
is most clearly seen in examples of “Operation Disrespectful
Nod”( Johnston 2014) and in targeting panels at the entertain-
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ment, tech and games conference South by Southwest (SXSW)
in 2015 (Sinders 2015). One of these targeted panels was mine,
focusing on how to use design to mitigate harassment.
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But why now and why for this reason? Why is the world suddenly springing into action over tendies, stonks, and the bankrupting of one, just one, hedge fund? A few days “after”1
the r/WallStreetBets coordinated GameStop trading action,
technology researcher Rebecca Williams (@internettrebecca
2021) posted this tweet2:

Networked Harassment Coordination
“Operation Disrespectful Nod” was a coordinated campaign
created in 2014 by Gamergate to convince Intel to pull advertising from the games blog, Gamasutra. Gamergate found an
email contact for an employee at Intel, and then within r/KotakuInAction different Gamergaters strategized how to email the
contact, with sample draft emails. These emails didn’t mention
Gamergate at all but were calculated to share falsehoods about
how a Gamsutra editor insulted gamers ( Johnson 2014). This
tactic worked, and Intel pulled their funding. Yet upon facing
public backlash, Intel apologized to Gamasutra(Good 2014)3,
pledging $30 million dollars towards diversity in technology
and gaming a few months later (Parkinson 2015).
Later on in 2016, Gamergate caught wind that different targets
of theirs had submitted panels to SXSW; none of these panels
had anything to do with Gamergate. Once again, Gamergate
coordinated on r/KotakuInAction to downvote these panels,
and then send email complaints to SXSW, eventually leading to
panel being cancelled by SXSW due to violent threats, then the
panels being reinstated and the creation of a summit on harassment (Doyle, 2015). Because this was my panel, I fervently read
every post in r/KotakuInAction, before then checking the Gamgerate boards on 8chan and 4chan. I was the person in constant
contact with SXSW asking for security support and sending
screenshots from Twitter and Reddit to my SXSW contact.
I was the person who was told the SXSW’s platform policies
didn’t extend to other platforms so there was nothing SXSW
could do about the harassment. As the person experiencing it,
to witness the coordination and provide proof of screenshots
and links, it felt like what was happening on Reddit wasn’t seen
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“Humor” Happens Here: Reddit, Memes, and Playfulness
Both GameStop and Gamergate have something in common,
which is Reddit. Reddit is a platform full of contradictions,
because there’s a board or community for nearly everything
from divorced parents, to citizen science, to makeup, vegetarianism, data visualization and on to communities that epouse and
create violence such as deep sided racism, misogyny, and white
supremacy, just to name a few. Reddit feels like a double edged
sword in a way, with so many positive communities alongside so
many harmful ones. But when talking about Reddit, the culture
of Reddit has to be discussed, too. Within Reddit, playfulness
is “the primary mode by which reddit culture is enacted, membership is codified, and community is solidified...The rules of
play in this space are taken seriously while also shrugged off as
inconsequential by the community. This is evidenced by almost
daily discussions around what constitutes “karmawhoring”
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(reposting content or commentary solely for upvotes…” (Massanari 2015, 22-23). This specific kind of culture, combined with
humor, immaturity and memes are intrinsic to the dominant
culture of Reddit, with every community creating its own kind
of insider language, slang, rules and jokes. Memes in Reddit
further the sense of community as they are “circulated, imitated,
and transformed by individual Internet users, creating a shared
cultural experience in the process” (Shiffman 2013, 367).
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as “real” or legible harm to SXSW. But, this was 2016, and harassment campaigns were relatively new to white, tech culture.
In 2016, internet trolling was still seen as more humor and less
harm (Sinders 2016). r/KotakuInAction was seen within the
lens of both humor and harm, however the harm was difficult
“to prove”. The board itself showed groups of people sharing
memes and jokes, but also those same groups posting about
how to specifically downvote a panel, and make plans to show
up to that panel in person to intimidate the speakers. In 2016,
early harassment policies did not account for how discourses on
one platform actively affect another.4 I present these not as a
testament to my own experiences, but as a way to highlight how
the network effects of subterfuge and harm existed long before
GameStop on Reddit and other board based social networks,
with these being just two out of many, many examples. Harassment has a locality to it, with networked campaigns being coordinated again, and again on platforms like Reddit and 4chan
(Sinders, 2019).

The methods used on r/WallStreetBets to buy up GameStop
stock feel so particularly Reddit: harmless trolling, a series of
one-ups or escalations culminating in the hatching of a plan,
and then the inaction of that plan. r/WallStreetBets’s only grievance is destroying a hedge fund (which isn’t a bad thing in this
author’s opinion), unlike Gamergate which coordinated networked attacks at multiple individuals from marginalized groups,
disrupting or completely altering their victims’ lives. Let me
be clear and precise as a surgeon’s knife: not all memes are
bad, not all humor is weaponized to hurt, and not all trolling is
harmful. The memes and in-jokes of r/WallStreetBets are different from Gamergate because the r/WallStreetBets’ community
is looking to exploit a system that is inherently exploitative (e.g.
the stock market) by playing by the rules of that system to get
one up on and benefit from that system. In contrast, the context
of the memes, posts, and content of Gamergate is far from trolling or harmless meme culture. It presents harassment aimed at
maintaining an unequal, misogynistic, and white status quo.
Gamergate’s beliefs, described by Gamergate as focusing on
“ethics in games journalism”, was one of silencing detractors
through harassment; Gamergate’s detractors often labeled
SJWs (social justice warriors) were often people calling out and
demanding equity in games, and technology writ large ( Jeong
2019). Gamergate, similar to any internet community, created
its own vernacular, memes, in-jokes, and viral content. Unlike,
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Gamergate and Emotional Malware
The kind of content that Gamergate shared from their deep
memetic frames isn’t just harassment, malinformation, misinformation or disinformation, it’s a kind of content I call “emotional malware.” Similar to malinformation, emotional malware
is online content that preys upon the deep memetric frames a
group has, creating content that is untrue in nature, designed
to specifically harm the person, group or entity featured in the
content. However, emotional malware will use a “humorous” or
trolling framing within the content, and the content is designed to be shared frequently, and potentially become viral. Like
propaganda, the content hits upon the sharer’s emotions or
deep memetic frames, but like malware, it spreads quickly like
a contagious pathos. At a certain point, those sharing it believe
it to be true (misinformation), while those originally sharing it
intended to spread the false content (disinformation). Unlike
malinformation, this “information” is created, planned, and
executed to be false in nature but to create maximum harm.
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r/WallStreetBets with it’s memes of “stonks”, Gamergate’s
memes and content existed in a space much closer to misinformation, and disinformation. First Draft News created a word
— “malinformation” — to describe information that is shared
with the intent of causing harm. This includes private or revealing information that is spread to harm a person or reputation
(First Draft News 20202). While malinformation can be stretched to include harassment, it doesn’t quite yet describe the
specific kind of harm and indoctrination that persisted within
Gamergate. Gamergate’s harmful action and memes came from
““deep memetic frames” which are real beliefs that are manifested within the group and bleed into their offline and online lives
as actual beliefs. Memes and deep memetic frames are sensemaking orientations to the world which shape what we know,
what we see, and what we’re willing to accept as evidence”
(Phillips and Milner 2020, 1).

It’s potentially misunderstood by some of the people sharing it
as true information or information representational of truth.
The output of emotional malware is vindictive and it’s content
can look like a meme (a visual image with text), a “humor”
Twitter posting, or any kind of digital content including comments, posts, etc that deal with false or doctored information,
supporting the beliefs held by a given group, and is especially
created because it reflects the bias, hunger, humor, and beliefs
of the group. With Gamergate, examples of this include creating doctored images of victims by placing their heads ontop
of pornographic images, often continuing or reinforcing the
narrative around a particular victim that they were a sex worker
or traded sexaul acts with journalists for coverage of games they
were involved in producing. Another example is the case of Veerender Jubbal, where Gamergate doctored images of the gaming
journalist, tweeting an image portraying him as one of the 2015
Paris terrorists. This kind of emotional malware endangered
Jubbal’s life and also played into Western racism where all
brown people appear as jihadists (Stanton 2015). Emotional
malware is multidimensional and plays into pre-established
norms of a group’s bias, then the narrative or belief of that
surrounds that bias, creating content that can be read as representational data or proof, to then further reinforce harm against
the victim, causing confusion and chaos online. It’s a perfect
storm of targeted harassment, viral content, memes, propaganda, misinformation and disinformation. Emotional malware
exists as a contextualizing mechanism intended to armor harm.
Rather than shielding us from harm, emotional malware is a
shield for harm.
It’s not the point of this essay to argue that “stonks” are bad,
but rather that Reddit allows people to network, create content,
engage in a specific way, and that it serves as a kind of backbone of the English speaking, white internet. What I aim to
highlight here is the discourse around humor and harassment,
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I am more interested here in the intersection between Reddit’s
design and culture and how it allows for community and networked participation, both good and bad, and how large scale
structures and institutions recently responded so quickly to one
event. But I want to know why this quickness to respond didn’t
happen in 2014 when Black feminists were targeted and harassed, or during Gamergate a few months later (Hampton 2019).
I am particularly reflecting on Gamergate’s board r/KotakuInAction and why it still exists. Or how the r/theDonald was
only removed in January 2020 (Ingram and Collins 2020) but
existed for years as a Trump fandom board that quickly spun
into a hate speech and far right stomping ground full of misinformation, disinformation and harm (Mills 2018). Or why the
so obviously racist r/Coontown existed for years before finally
being removed in 2015 (Matney 2015). But seeing the swiftness
in response to r/WallStreetBets, I wonder where that action
was when networked harm, trolling, and abuse were happening
against women of color, and people of marginalized groups
online? We have to look back to the slowness of all platforms to
react and create any kind of meaningful responses to #Your-

SlipIsShowing and #Gamergate. In fact, we are still waiting for
longer term, deeper and meaningful changes from platforms in
regards to harassment.
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and how humor is weaponized and used as a shield for harm
along with how society views “legitimate harm” to then create
actionable change. Discussions around the divinity of comedy,
or the preservation of humor, or “it’s just a joke, get over it”
aren’t new; those discussions existed long before Gamergate.
Go back and read about comedian Daniel Tosh making an
unfunny rape joke, and Lindy West’s critique of it (West 2019).
Venture into the comments and read about what people think
comedy should and shouldn’t be. The comments that say people
are too sensitive or anything should be allowed to be a joke. Read
about how West then received more harassment in regards to
critiquing this joke (Rosenberg 2013). It was never about whether
rape should or shouldn’t be made into joke, but more about how
society identifies harm, and chooses to respond to that harm.

To Understand Trolling Intersectional,
We Have to Talk About Harm
Writing this essay, I reflected on whether I should talk about my
own personal experiences with Gamergate and harassment. To
be transparent and frank, I started studying harassment before
Gamergate even existed, when I was looking at political uses
of social media with a focus on feminist protest in 2013. But I
was also making video games for fun; so many of the victims
of Gamergate are friends of mine. My hesitation to insert any
personal narrative is one out of fear: would my work be de-legitimized or only presented and filtered through the narrative of
“victim becomes harassment researcher”? That isn’t a true statement at all, since my interest in this field started before myself
and my friends were harassed. But as a researcher who is still
here, and still researching networked harm, I feel as though I
should talk about the harm I’ve faced. Gamergate sent a SWAT
team to my mom’s house, attempted to dox and intimidate my
father, signed me up for prank phone calls, daily harassed me via
social media channels, attempted to contact my employer in an
effort to get me fired, and sent me porn and rape gifs on Twitter.
The conversation around harm, harassment, and subjectivity
was a lot different in 2014 than it is today in 2021. It was harder
to argue intent, and show the extent of harm from a network
coordination a la Gamergate when Gamergate first came into
existence. It got easier in 2016, after Gamergate had existed for
a few years. It was a lot easier to talk about harmful content and
intent after the 2016 presidential election, and the #MeToo
movement. How harm is seen and understood is different today,
compared to seven years ago, and perhaps that’s one of the very
few positive legacies of Gamergate that it gave a bigger context
and more language to describe harm.
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For the trolls I studied, all they saw—all they had to see—
was that cordoned-off “just.” (Phillips 2018, 206).
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Whitney Phillips (2018) recontextualized aspects of her own
life in an breathtaking painful and beautiful essay “Why I Can’t
Have Nice Things”, on experiencing sexual assault trauma
within her personal life during the time of writing her dissertation that led to her book “This is Why We Can’t Have Nice
Things”(2015)5. Like Phillips, any researcher will be experiencing something in their life while researching, especially if
that researcher is from a margainlized group, meaning femme
presenting, non-binary, trans, queer, BIPOC, disabled, older, an
immigrant, from lower socio-economic levels, or any of those
identites combined. Because when you are from a marginalized
group, harm is a part of your daily life. And that recognition,
that awareness that harm doesn’t stop at the edges of a joke,
of a subboard, a website URL, is what provides that context for
understanding how harm is networked, systemic, and pervasive.
Part of the thorny problem this essay is tackling involves unpacking how one space, Reddit, which has so many bifurcated areas
that so many communities use in different ways, can be the location of such varied actions, both negative and positive. Many
of those communities engage in networked action, community
building and community participation. But within that networked action, there is also networked action to engage in harm.
And sometimes that harm is mis-contextualized and presented
as humor or trolling. The deployment of trolling to contextualize
an action can move that action away from harm, and towards
humor, but in that process, it can minimize the harm of the
action, as we see in cases of emotional malware. Phillips so eloquently describes how “trolling” is utilized by trolls to minimize
the harm, by reframing it solely as humor. “The trolling mask
and its fetishized gaze, I argued, helped explain the origins of
and subcultural emphasis on lulz, trolling parlance for amusement derived from other people’s distress, particularly their
anger, which was the trolls’ favorite. It also helped explain why
trolls were so quick to argue that what they’d done was “just”
a joke, that they were “just” trolling on “just” the internet.

What struck me about Rebecca William’s tweet (featured
earlier in this essay) was how correct it was, succinctly wrapped up in a few sentences — that Gamestop, and Gamergate
were both linked, and both on Reddit. But as someone who
lived through Gamergate, studied it, whose family was targeted because of it, and as someone who has piles and piles and
piles of screenshots, at some point waiting to be unearthed and
contextualized into a book or essay, it was so hard to see how
swiftly society/governance structures/authority holding bodies
and officials responded to the “threat” of networked action,
be it trolling or activism, to disrupt and destroy a hedge fund.
It was harder in the context of how slowly those same bodies/
institutions/entities responded to and are still responding to
harassment, or in some cases, completely ignored it. There’s an
adjacent, parallel conversation here to be had specifically about
worth — what is something truly “worth” in society and how
that worth is then translated into dollars lost or dollars gained.
r/WallStreetBets disruption of Gamestop is more clearly legible
to the United States, North America, and generally the Global
North as a direct and immediate harm, because that harm was
translated into finite and tangible dollars and currency. But
harassment, while the pain is extremely direct, while the harm is
easy to see, the effects feel impossible to calculate. How much is
the lifelong trauma of a harassment victim worth, or the silencing
of female journalists, or the bullying and dehumanizing of trans
people, and the chilling effect of self censorship that a victim will
take to protect themselves?6 How do we calculate this collective
harm or loss into dollars? We can’t, and so the effects of that
harm is difficult to map and make legible by neo-liberal, capitalist standards. Even a bit reflectively, Gamergate and harassment has changed almost every part of my life in a myriad of
small and large ways. Questions over what I say, how I say it,
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Bodies on
the screen
A short essay
on performative memes

1. Head in Freezers
In April 2009, American artist David Horvitz began posting
instructional pieces on his Tumblr blog. Inspired by the tradition
of contemporary conceptual art — especially by Yoko Ono’s
books — he came up with dozens of performance ideas, writing
them down using a notepad application and publishing them as
a series of screenshots. Unexpectedly, one of his “recipes” went
rapidly viral, prompting thousands of people around the world
to perform this bizarre task: “Take a photograph of your head
inside a freezer. Upload this photo to the Internet (like Flickr).
Tag the file with: 241543903. The idea is that if you search for
this cryptic tag, all the photos of heads in freezers will appear.
I just did one.” To this day, twelve years later, a Google Image
search with the number 241543903 triggers a cascade of photographs that portray people with their heads stuck in freezers,
testifying the vitality and the longevity of the meme.
Every participant followed the same, simple instruction, but
this did not lead to the production of identical images; on the
contrary, every iteration looks different. Some people decided
to take their photo from the side, others from the back; some
inverted the perspective, positioning the camera inside the
freezer. Some are standing, some are seated, and others have
deliberately chosen unusual and uncomfortable positions.
The setting is also unstable: the most recurring location is
of course the kitchen, but we also find bedrooms, basements,
garages and even public places like shops, restaurants and
supermarkets. As the conceptual infection spreads, the action is
modified, reenacted and reinterpreted, in a process of endless
mutation. Each version is in fact a different performance, a new
version that quotes its predecessors but transforms them more
or less radically. This dialectic between repetition and variation
is a very specific trait of memetic systems, as many scholars
have suggested in the past. Limor Shifman, in particular, highlighted the relevance of this dynamic in the context of the photo-
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David Horvitz, 241543903, 2009 – ongoing. Courtesy of the artist and ChertLüdde, Berlin

Even though most of the participants were not aware of the
artistic origin of the “freezer project”, they spontaneously embraced the idea, put a consistent amount of effort into enacting
it, and most importantly, seemed to genuinely enjoy the act
of engaging in a frivolous, useless action just for the sake of it,
using their bodies to stage a pure performative act. As it happens
for most online participatory culture products, a consistent part
of the motivation is generated by a profound need for belonging.
These kinds of small, fragmented pieces of content, in fact,
acquire meaning only when framed in the context of larger,
shared cultural languages and traditions that have the power to
strengthen one’s sense of community. Lastly, they can also be
interpreted as attempts to escape from the monotony of every-
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day life by inserting an element of absurdity: an aimless, liberating gesture. According to writer and researcher David Banks,
“by participating in performative memes we show others that
we are a part of the same international community. By engaging
in performative memes, participants constitute a social imaginary
that gives meaning and context to the actions of subsequent and
existing participants. When someone goes owling in an art
museum, I might owl in a natural history museum and post my
picture as a response. We are communicating a shared idea, and
we derive pleasure from the shared experience. More than just a
shot at internet fame or recognition (although that is a motivating
factor), performative memes are a way to nonverbally communicate a shared cultural practice” (Banks, 2011).
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fad genre (in which Horvitz’s project can be included): “while
the process of networking through shared images may be relevant to many web-based communities, its structure becomes
apparent (or hypersignificant) through the explicit repetition
with variation that characterises memes. This hypersignification
is particularly noticeable in the photo-fad genre, as it is utterly
nonsensical. Devoid of any clear meaning beyond posing itself,
photo fads expose the skeleton of meme-based network creation.
So, perhaps, while this genre’s hypersignificant qualities may
initially seem related to the pose, they actually reveal a larger
story about memes as social connectors” (Shifman, 2014).

2. Viral Performances
David Horvitz’s project is somehow paradigmatic of a certain
typology of memetic performance (the one based on the repetition of a simple actions documented through photographs and
videos), and it is a very useful point of departure for the scope
of this essay because it deliberately connects the tradition of
contemporary visual art with the world of internet culture. This
relationship is not established with the aid of theory, nor is it
a simple act of appropriation; rather, it is based on a practical
experiment that demonstrates the existence of a number of
strong similarities between two apparently distant milieux: the
central role of instructions, the use of one’s body as a medium
of expression and the choice of simple and often humorous
kind of actions. In the same period and in the following years
though, we have witnessed the spread of dozens of similar,
totally spontaneous, “viral performances”, like planking (lying
face down in unusual locations), owling (squatting like an owl),
stocking (imitating scenes from stock photographs), teapotting
(posing as a teacup), cone-ing (ordering an ice cream cone and
grabbing it by the cream end) and horsemaning (a false decapitation that revives a photo fad very popular in the 1920s).
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Bruce Naumann, Failing to Levitate in the Studio (1966)

Another interesting comparison, in this respect, can be drawn
with Erwin Wurm’s One Minute Sculptures series, a project
that includes written and illustrated instructions for the viewers
to follow. Through these materials, the artist invites the public
of museums and art galleries to pose in unusual positions for at
least one minute with the aid of everyday life objects, such as
pieces of furniture, brooms and plastic buckets.
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Planking in particular — the most famous and long-lived performative meme (also known as “the lying down game”) — is easy
to connect to the work of artists such as Bruce Nauman (Failing
to Levitate in My Studio, 1966), Charles Ray (Plank Piece, 1973)
and Robert Kinmont (8 Natural Headstands, 1969-2005). In the
photographs that document their performances, the centrality
of the body is immediately evident. Most of the time it’s treated
like an object or a sculpture: it can simulate the rigidity of a
table, lying down or leaning against the wall, or perform dizzying verticals within natural or domestic settings. “If you can
manipulate clay and end up with art”, Bruce Nauman said in a
famous interview, “you can manipulate yourself in it as well.
It has to do with using the body as a tool, an object to manipulate” (Van Bruggen, 1988).
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and one example of planking (found image)

3. The Body as a Sculpture
If we dive a little bit inside the planking meme history, the idea of
transforming the human body into a sculptural object, together
with the pleasure of engaging in an unpredictable, nonsensical
activity, keep emerging as key factors. Scott Amy and Joel Marshall, who claim to have invented this performative format in 1984
when they were still in high school in Edmonds, Washington,
(at the time they called it “face dancing”), stress this concept in a
video-interview produced in 2015 by Bahram Sadeghi and Dikla
Zeidler for the exhibition Planet Hype at MOTI, Museum of the
Image, in the Netherlands: “at the time we had been doing things
that, we said, made no sense. There is absolutely no reason to
face-dance. There are maybe some therapeutic things you can
get out of it, say like meditation, but generally it’s done ‘because’
it makes no sense, ‘because’ there is no purpose” (Zeidler, 2015)
. Similar comments were made by Gary Clarkson and Christian
Langdon, two British friends who also claim to have started the
planking game in 1997, performing the action in public places.
As Clarkson puts it: “it was just a really stupid, random thing to
do” (Meltzer, 2011).
In the following years, when the web entered the age of social
media, photographic and video documentation gained more and
more relevance, transforming planking into a worldwide craze
and triggering the production of increasingly extreme versions of
the action, in a competition for the production of the weirdest
possible iteration.
Following art critic Mat Gleason’s comment on another very
popular performative meme, the ASL Ice Bucket Challenge, it is
also important to underline the “transformative power” that viral
performances seem to hold. According to Gleason, these actions
mimic “the relationship between individual and radical acts. Just
as Burden had himself shot to see what it would be like, many
participants in the Challenge seek to transform themselves as an
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act of public inquiry. The absurd nature of being doused in ice
water mimics many performance art strategies of juxtaposing
a transformative act on an ordinary human being” (Gleason,
2014).

The uncanny world of Internet Challenges represents an incredible source of spontaneous performance art: these kind of actions,
which manifest themselves in the forms of “trends”, testify to
a strong need to take part in collective rituals. Many of these
challenges are based on stupid and sometimes dangerous tasks
- like the Cinnamon Challenge, which involves the rapid ingestion
of a large amount of cinnamon powder in front of the camera
- but more theatrical examples can be easily found. One such
example is the Mannequin Challenge, which became popular at
the end of 2016 — a trend that has produced a series of brilliant video content in which the protagonists remain motionless
in different positions, as if time had stopped, while a camera
spins around them.
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GamePro, Nyan Cat 10 HOURS REACTION VIDEO! (Yes, I actually watched it for 10 hours), 2011
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4. The Performance of Idiocy
YouTube has also hosted the spread of numerous performative
memes, some of which have taken the form of bizarre and extreme resistance tests, for the body and mind alike. Between 2011
and 2013, for example, a group of young men challenged each
other to watch a ten hour video in a single sitting. It all started
on December 6th 2011, when a user named GamePro uploaded
a “reaction” to the famous viral video Nyan Cat 10 Hours. During
the performance, we see him at his desk in front of the computer
screen with a big clock on his side, staring at the repetitive flying
cat sequence for an unsustainable amount of time. A few months
later another user, Alexander Rhodes, filmed himself while he
watched the GamePro video for ten hours. And the vertiginous
performance did not stop there: in April 2013, Andrew Hall uploaded a video in which he watched Alexander Rhodes watching
GamePro watching Nyan Cat 10 Hours.
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In an essay published in 2014, Russian scholar Olga Goriunova
proposed an interesting concept related to these kinds of participatory performances: “new media idiocy”. Goriunova outlines
the concept of idiocy by distinguishing it from that of stupidity
and associating it with a certain type of internet content, a genre
characterised by formal simplicity, humor and DIY aesthetics:
“new media idiocy may, for instance, help us understand YouTube successes or the movement of cultural objects through
social networks in terms of crafted, participatory performance as
a mode of living with technical networks” (Goriunova, 2013).
Leaning on philosophers such as Kant, Žižek and above all
Deleuze, Goriunova defines this “new idiocy” as a type of ability,
an expressive modality born out of the necessity to find new
strategies of subjectivation in a globally interconnected world.
Goriunova also put emphasis on the performative aspect:
“new media idiocy is produced through craftful participation,
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5. Grounded Aesthetics
In the past five years, TikTok took over as the biggest stage
for performative memes. Born in China (where it is known as
Douyin) and then merged with the already popular Musical.ly,
TikTok is a social app for mobile devices that allows users to
create short videos using different soundtracks and taking advantage of a great number of editing tools built into the interface.
Unlike most social platforms, this app is designed to encourage
the creation of original content and collaboration between
users, who can easily rework ideas and content, build memetic
chains and interact with each other through the option of the
“duet”. Used mostly — albeit not solely — by young people,
TikTok testifies to the existence of a growing trend: the adoption
of performance as a strategy of self and collective expression by
millions of people around the world. In fact, the proliferation
of memetic content on the app happens through the physical
reenactment of gestures, dances and acting performances.
As a consequence of the daily use of video-cameras — which
are now built-in on every computer, smartphone and tablet —
self-image management has reached very high levels. Within
this scenario, the human body, which has been at times considered less important in the context of online communication,
has gained a central role, albeit in its mediated form. Self-representation takes the form of an action in front of the electronic
eye, a daily practice that, as we have seen, shows many points
of contact with the tradition of performance and conceptual art.
Performative memes function as tools of identity exploration
and as test-beds for the abilities (and the limits) of the body.
Also, they offer a context in which breaking social rules often
seems easier.

Taking up a well-known definition coined by the British sociologist Paul Willis - who in his essay Common Culture rejected
the choice of relegating art to a separate universe and claimed
the existence of an aesthetic rooted in everyday life (grounded
aesthetic) - we can describe these actions as spontaneous expressions of “symbolic creativity” (Willis, 1990). Willis wrote: “we
insist that imagination is not extra to daily life, something to be
supplied from disembodied ‘art’. It is a part of the necessariness
of everyday symbolic and communicative work”. This kind of
expressive impulse, which is intertwined with the practices
of consumption and reception of mass culture products, has
received an enormous boost from the spread of digital devices.
The result is a growing ocean of wild performance art, completely
absorbed within the flow of human existence and programmatically shared with the world through social networks.
MEMENESIA

a participation that is not summed up by one or two clicks, but
is compositional, conceptual, and performative itself. Such a
participation is itself the practicing, the performance of idiocy,
of everyone joining in together” (Goriunova, 2013).
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Why Meme
Magic is Real
but Memes
are Not: On
Order Words,
Refrains and
the Deep
Vernacular
Web

In this short essay I want to suggest that there
might be a better way to understand what we
call memes. Departing from Tony Sampson’s
critique that memetics doesn’t consider the
medium, I’ll propose an alternative theoretical framework that considers how Internet
vernaculars are shaped by the affordances of
their milieus as well as how they are transcoded between them. In doing so I’ll use some
ideas from Deleuze and Guattari and illustrate
my points with examples drawn from 4chan’s
imageboard subculture — popularly considered
to be the source of many of social media’s
most successful as well as its vilest memes.
Calling Memes Memes is a Meme
As is all too well known, the concept of the meme as the “basic
unit of cultural transmission” was initially coined by evolutionary
biologist Richard Dawkins in a chapter towards the end of the
Selfish Gene (1976, 249). A decade before Hawkings’ A Brief
History of Time, Dawkins’ book was one of the first popular
science books to achieve blockbuster status, yet the field of memetics would catch on a few decades later with the publication of
the Journal of Memetics (‘97 - ‘05) and Susan Blackmore’s Meme
Machine (‘99). Akin to the mid-century discourse of cybernetics,
the concept seemed to offer a degree of what Geoffrey Bowker
(1993) calls “legitimacy exchange” across disciplines, with
“memeticists” tending to view themselves as the pioneers of a
new (and “harder”) type of social science. As such, much of the
late-90s memetics literature was devoted to cataloging various
“laws” — for example those supposedly governing how it was
that “beliefs spread throughout society” (Lynch 1996, 96) —
and often drew on metaphors from epidemiology which would
soon become ubiquitous with the emergence of web 2.0.
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The Medium shapes the Meme
While there may certainly be arguments for memetics’ value
to other fields, I want to argue that the concept of the meme
is rather ill-suited to media studies. This argument is based on
Tony Sampson’s observation that, “in memetics, the medium
in which an idea is transmitted is typically dismissed as an inert
channel through which the determining fitness algorithm is
transmitted” (2012). While I do not expect that this argument
here will cause anyone in our field to abandon this flawed term
— just as we are also stuck with the unsatisfactory moniker of
“new media” — I nevertheless believe that there remains quite
a bit of room for conceptual innovation when it comes to understanding how the media shapes the meme in a field founded on
the basic insight that the medium is the message.
In the field of evolutionary biology, out of which the concept of
the meme originally developed, Dawkins’s reductionist account
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of the gene as a self-replicating evolutionary algorithm has
arguably been supplanted by a much more complex accounts
of coevolution — as for example argued by Richard Lewontin
(Levins and Lewontin 2007) — which scales from the stratum
of the genes through organism to the phylum and in which the
environment plays a very active role. Media theory may also be
understood to have developed related ideas that extend all the
way back to Gilbert Simondon’s conception of the “individual/
milieu dyad” (1992). In his famous theory of “transindividuation”, Simondon argues for an understanding of the individual
“from the perspective of the process of individuation rather
than the process of individuation by means of the individual”.
By this, Simondon means for us to consider individuals (conceived
here in the broadest sense of entities that act) as shaped by what
he calls their “associated technical milieus.”
MEMENESIA
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Like the cyberneticists before them, self-described memeticists
are today relatively few and far between. Nevertheless, as with
cybernetics, their underlying metaphors have become so pervasive as to be practically inseparable from how we now talk
about contemporary computational culture. Moreover, considering memetics’ “scientistic” conception of culture, it is especially
ironic that the term “meme” would gain its greatest currency
in the humanities where it would take root in the sub-sub
discipline of new media studies (Shifman, 2014), after having
been adopted in casual online conversations, over the course
of the 2000’s, to refer to “image macros” and related genres of
user-generated content. While many have sought to draw
distinctions between the Internet meme and the memetic,
the metaphor of the meme connects the two and metaphors
come with costs. As Lakoff and Johnson convincingly argue:
“A metaphorical concept can keep us from focusing on other
aspects of the concept that are inconsistent with that metaphor.”
(2008).

While Simondon was a relatively obscure thinker in his own
time, his thinking was extremely influential over Deleuze and
Guattari (as should become clear below). Furthermore, this
Simondonian conception of coevolution has also become a
central conceptual reference for an entire contemporary literature in media theory with several schools of thought building
on these basic insights, including “new-materialism”, “German
media theory” and “pharmacology”. New media meme studies,
however, seem relatively untouched by these thriving debates in
media theory. In admitting that “the idea of the meme is a compelling one” ( Jenkins et al 2013, 19), while at the same time
critiquing the concept for reductionist scientism, I contend that
the new media literature meme at once provokes a defense of humanist
notions of agency while also acknowledging dynamics that exceed this
very framework of understanding, and that coevolutionary theory
offers a way out of seeming deadlock.
Post-Structural Vernacular
The literature on Internet memes often remarks upon how
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The co-evolutionary dynamics discussed by Deleuze and
Guattari are however highly contingent, making it very difficult
to develop anything like a grand unified theory — as is generally understood to be the objective of memetics and all other
“structuralisms”. Indeed, Deleuze and Guattari’s own postulate
on linguistics initially develops out of just such a critique of
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Deleuze and Guattari have made a unique — if highly idiosyncratic — contribution to pragmatics in what they call their
“postulate on linguistics”. Just as memeticists consider the
meme as the “basic unit of cultural transmission”, Deleuze and
Guattari postulate the order word as “[t]he elementary unit of
language” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1993, p.76). Such a language
theory bypasses the problem of determining statements’ (manifest) meaning — often extremely tricky in the case of Internet
memes which are often rife with irony — by focussing instead
on the (latent) work they do in a community whose practices
and contentions we can study as being shaped by various affordances — in the language of German media studies this same
insight can be framed in terms of how different media constitute
different epistemological horizons, or “discourse networks”
(Kittler 1992). For Guattari, following Simondon, “technological machines of information and communication operate at
the heart of human subjectivity, not only within its memory and
intelligence, but within its sensibility, affects and unconscious
fantasms.” (1992)

structuralism, specifically Chomsky’s theory of universal grammar. According to this critique, the shortcoming of structural
linguistics arises from its separation of the written word (langue)
from the spoken word (parole). In their assessment, Chomsky
overlooked Austin’s insight that language was inseparable from
action, and there could thus never be such a thing as a pure
language.
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they are used in a manner akin to language use (Milner 2016).
But if memes are indeed a new kind of Internet language (for
the kids), then the question is what type of linguistic theory
does one apply? Insofar as memes, unlike emojis, are not authorized by any governing body, their “meaning” is much more
fluid. As such, they resemble the vernacular languages of oral
cultures. We can thus approach them in terms of their context
of use, what in linguistics is referred to as pragmatics.

In Deleuze and Guattari’s own jargon they oppose Chomsky’s
famous notion of “deep structure” with the idea of “minor”
language, or simply vernacular. Their post-structural pragmatics
can thus be understood in terms of a politics of language, which
is explicitly concerned with the ways in which innovations
emerge from margins. The computational linguist Luc Steels
(2012) arrived at the same critique of Chomsky as did Deleuze
and Guattari, although by very different means, using artificial
intelligence to model the coevolution of what he calls “cultural
language communities” in relation to the particularities of their
given environments. Following this approach we can thus empirically observe how vernaculars are shaped by the contingencies of
the milieus in which they circulate.
How Meme Magic is Real
In focusing on order words, Deleuze and Guattari in essence
postulate a theory of communication that has less to do with
the transmission of information than it does with the patterning of unconscious obedience. Words of course mean things,
but not in the way that we think that they do. The core of their
postulate is captured in their claim that “[t]here is no individual enunciation” and “not even a subject of enunciation” since
“both depend on the nature and transmission of order-words”
(p.79). As the phase suggests, an order word can simply refer
to a command that something be done, however of foremost
importance for Deleuze & Guattari is how this kind of “speech
act” reflects the rules of the broader “social field” in which the
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NPC meme shared on 4chan (Anonymous)

Deleuze and Guattari’s conception of the order word brings to
mind the idea of “meme magic” as cultivated by 4chan anons
around the time of the initial Trump insurrection. Commentators have observed how the “comical-meme language” that
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This kind of language use has much less to do with communicating information than it does with the patterning of unconscious obedience — “the relation of every word or every statement to implicit presuppositions” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1993,
p.79) — to the imagined desires of the vernacular language
community. This is the approach to communication cultivated
by salesmen, magicians, pick-up artists and ex-President Trump.
Indeed, the repeated use of order words in rhythmic patterns as
an effective hypnotic technique (see Bandler & Grinder 1975)
helps to explain why it doesn’t matter that most of what Trump
says usually doesn’t make much sense. In the hand of a skillful
orator, order words seem to conjure obeisance to a greater entity. It is as though they were possessed of their own agency—
into the flow of which speakers then find themselves immersed.
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subject speaks and “the relation of every word or every statement to implicit presuppositions” (p.79).

often originates on 4chan, works to create “a mirage of inside
jokes and plausible deniability” behind which violent actors can
hide their true intentions (Goldberg & Finkelstein, 2020, p. 3).
While this is true, what is more confounding is how these environments actively obscure questions of intent. In these milieus, expressions of subcultural “humour” are often so entangled
with expressions of political extremism as to confound any clear
distinctions of the two — a paradox referred to in a discussion
forum on subculture as “Poe’s Law” (Phillips & Milner, 2017,
p. 51). So whether people are serious in their views, the fact is
that they make memes real by using them. In this way memes can
be used as incantations in line with a long subcultural tradition
of “chaos magic” or “results-based magic”, in which symbols of
belief are deployed to achieve desired outcomes, regardless of
one’s “actual” belief in those symbol (Lachman, 2018; Davis,
2019, p.403). In some sense meme magic is merely a much
more nihilistic version of the (viral) marketing logic that underpins the economy of social technology, which is based on the
premise that the more connections, the more you circulate, the
more “real” you become. Meme magic is platform metaphysics
reduced to its minimum, and the cruel memes of shitlords are
“capitalist realism” at its most brutal.
Vernacular Transcoding
A defining feature of memes is how they “spread” beyond their
immediate associated milieus to other platforms. While the
argument thus far has been that Deleuze and Guattari’s poststructual pragmatics is useful in understanding local vernacular
meme-use, we need another idea from their oeuvre to account
for how it is that memes “travel”. While the epidemiological
metaphors of spread and of contagion are commonly used to
conceptualize this process, Deleuze and Guattari offer an alternative framework with their concept of transcoding.
Drawing from debates in the natural sciences, Deleuze and
Guattari attempted to complicate the notion that living en-
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As a lens through which to theorize human behaviour as continuous with how animals inhabit and indeed produce environmental niches, Deleuze and Guattari favoured ethology over
ethnology (Holland, 2013, p.70). At the same time, however,
they acknowledge that human language was relatively distinct
— as for example, compared to that of bees, who only communicate directly with one another — in terms of its capacity
to circulate. In spite of this important distinction, it is worth
noting here that perhaps the central most concept of new media
studies, the affordance (Gibson, 1966), also comes from ethology — as for that matter does the meme. And yet in spite of its
ubiquity in broader new media literature, strangely there seems
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relatively little attention devoted to the question of how for
example different “platform affordances” inflect on meme use.
To illustrate the mutual-shaping relationship between the material specificities of a given milieu — or “media environment”
(McLuhan, 1966) — and meme-use therein, let’s now look to
the supposed source of many of the web’s most popular as well
as notorious memes: 4chan.
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vironments are unitary and isolated, developing the notion of a
milieu as a block of space-time” coded by the “periodic repetition” of that they call the refrain (1993, p.313). This element of
Deleuze and Guattari’s thinking builds on the ethologist Jacob
von Uexküll’s (2010) notion that organisms inhabit multiple parallel realities each with a different temporality. Through their
vitalistic reading of Uexküll, Deleuze and Guattari imagined mileus as full of symphonic motifs and counterpoints, which periodically came into resonance with one another. In this conception,
every milieu produced its own distinct “code”, which formed
the basis of a kind of asignifying system of communication between
media environments. “The notion of the milieu is not unitary: not
only does the living thing continually pass from one milieu to
another, but the milieus pass into one another, they are essentially communicating.” (1993, p. 313). Within their system of
thought, this process — which they refer to as “transcoding”—
also serves to connect between different lifeworlds. Whereas
memetics ignores the environment, we can combine this idea of
transcoding with Deleuze and Guattari’s ideas about vernacular
language to understand how words, images and ideas seem to
travel from across platforms and to take root in different ways
in different parts of the Internet.

The Deep Vernacular Web
If we were to try and cognitively map the totality of the Internet, we might imagine it on the model of a stratified society,
with corporate social media at the top echelons and imageboards like 4chan and 8chan representing its lowly and disreputable bottom—we can call these depths the deep vernacular
web (Zeeuw & Tuters 2020). Why is it that these sites seem
to be productive of vernacular innovation? While there is no
mono-causal explanation, one reason has to do with the mutual shaping processes at play between these milieus and the
“cultural language communities” that they host. In research on
these spaces, together with colleagues in the OILab.eu, we have
observed how distinct vernacular conventions appear to have
adapted to anonymity and the ephemerality that distinguish the
site’s design. Since everyone on 4chan appears as a stranger to
one another, memes and slang become a means by which to distinguish oneself as an “anon” as opposed to a dreaded “NPC”
(non-player character).
As a so-called imageboard, most posts to the site include
embedded jpegs. While the site hosts many different “boards”,
each focussed on a different theme, one of the conventions is
to use these embedded images as so-called “reaction memes”.
It is out of this convention that many of the web’s most famous
and infamous memes (from LOLCats to Pepe) have emerged.
Another interesting instance in which anons have developed
new vernacular conventions to adapt to the ephemeral milieu
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Representation of the different layers of the web (De Zeeuw, 2019)

is the so-called “general thread”. On any given 4chan board,
most posts are threaded in response to an initial “opening
post”, which sets a discussion topic. Because of a quirk in the
site’s design, no discussion, no matter how popular, can ever go
beyond a fixed limit of a few hundred replies before it is closed
to additional replies. If anons want to keep a discussion going it
needs to move over to a new thread on the same topic; these are
known as general threads.
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As is well known at this point, in recent years not only has
the 4chan imageboard been the source of subcultural memes,
but it has also been the birthplace of an enormous amount of
“bullshit” (Tuters et al 2018, Tuters 2020). After having initially
developed in a relatively short period of time on 4chan, aspects
of these discussions then became the basis of entire conspiratorial worldviews — most notably with the case of QAnon
(Zeeuw et. al. 2020). Through the framework developed in this
short piece we can consider these as cases of vernacular transcoding. What is also interesting is how the order words around
which these so-called conspiracy theories sprang forth may
be understood as having a different pragmatics in one milieu
as opposed to another. Following the axiom of actor-network
theory that there is no transport without translation (1993),
this is to be expected. Nevertheless, as QAnon gained acolytes,
they would typically refer back to the imageboards as the source
of the legitimacy of their revelation. If, however, you drill down
into the milieu out of which these supposed theories emerged,
what you often find is quite different. Pizzagate, for example,
arguably started as an in-joke based on the supposed secret
language of pedophiles, who refer to child pornograoph as a
“cheese pizza”.
Because of the extreme levels of irony that underpin all statements of “fact” in 4chan, whether or not anons actually
“believe” much of what they say on 4chan is a legitimate —
if ultimately impossible to answer — question. What can be
observed, however, is that adaptations to the site’s anonymity
and ephemerality have helped make 4chan anons into a factory
for dangerous misinformation. In trying to make sense of these
phenomena through the conceptual framework of memetics,
I believe that we miss quite a bit about how and why these
work, as well as what might be done about them.
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Digital
Flaneurism

Covid lockdown has expedited the process
of hollowing out our city and town centers
as trade and work moves increasingly online.
One effect of this is to isolate individuals from
one another and from their local geographies
and architectures estranging people both from
a tangible engagement with history and from
the possibility of forming or partaking in communities. Further, people are denied the opportunity to freely wander and make associations
between constellations of natural, architectural
and commodity-form objects. This in turn
denies the opportunity to interpret the trajectories that have led to such objects — churches,
carparks, apartments blocks, cars, packaged
foods, sneakers, smartphones, cash machines,
etc — co-existing.
Constrained to our houses, desks and screens, we are restricted
to a largely two-dimensional feed of stimuli, which while vast in
scope is fundamentally restricted in its pace. We are forced to
explore the image residue of capitalism at the pace of the internet algorithm, which demands clicks to feed the data economy,
and therefore a constant turnover of meme units. The result is a
further atomisation of social existence under capitalism and one
that is unlikely to be reversed fully when covid restrictions eventually end, though there are areas of resistance within online and
hybridized online/real life activity, as will be argued below.

B Y M I K E W AT S O N

This atomisation impedes the possibility for the kind of philosophical reflection via flaneurism that 20th century interwar German
theorist Walter Benjamin promoted in the 1920s and 1930s while
researching his book, the Arcades Project. This method involved
an emulation of the slow walking tours of the 19th century
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Further, Naples is unique as a European city which houses a
working class population in its historical centre. As such the
social problems which beset any urban space are impossible to
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Aside from Benjamin’s hash-addled window shopping excursions, he would make regular excursions to foreign cities, with
his mistress, writer, actress and theater director Asja Dora
Lācis, choosing wherever possible locations that would present
the opposite of his stultifying German bourgeois upbringing.
He sought, for example, the anarchic musicality of Naples,
which inspired a joint text written in 1925 by him and Lācis,
a Soviet Communist who is thought to have turned the esoterically inclined Benjamin onto Marx’s materialism. In Naples,
they together observed a city without boundaries between the
bourgeois inner world and the public outer life in which workers were often compelled to live. It is a city where the private
is played out in public, in piazzas and trattorie, where families
assemble entire living rooms outside their apartments on the
streets, and where the street invades the interior: “Just as the
living room reappears on the street with chairs, hearth and altar
so, only much more loudly, the street migrates into the living
room. Even the poorest one is as full of wax candles, biscuit
saints, sheaves of photos on the wall, and iron bedsteads as the
street is of carts, people and lights.” (Benjamin, Lācis, 2019).
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flaneurs — basically early industrial era bourgeois slackers —
through the Parisienne shopping Arcades, so as to trace the
detritus of capitalism in the form of commodities sold in these
small indoor streets. In doing so, Benjamin hoped to understand the present moment of 1930s capitalism by excavating
its forms in the 19th century architecture of the arcades, and
placing these forms alongside the commodities that emerged
in the subsequent period up until his own. In this way he could
look back on the accumulated debris of capitalist history as if it
were possible to reformulate it.

hide, as if the usually repressed signifiers of working class life
have broken through onto the stage set of the modern bourgeois city. In the central squares — such as Piazza Plebiscito
and Piazza Dante — lovers quarrel and peddlers make deals
much like in any city. Yet it is the sense of movement in Naples
that defies bourgeois rationality. The regimented movement of
northern Italian, French and British cities, for example, whereby each person has their destination, and a finite amount of
time to reach it, is suspended. Yet the casual loitering sense of
a mediterranean village is also absent. Rather, from my own
experience during several visits between 2011 and 2018, people
move with agency and passion, yet with no destination or purpose in the sense commonly understood where those terms are
applied. With this sense of determined indetermination clearly
in mind, Benjamin and Lācis used the term ‘porosity’ to describe the ambiguity that persists in all things Neapolitan, from the
architecture to religious worship, to business, friendship, play,
and the home:
“The nature of the architecture, its porosity, evolves from this
need of the Neapolitans to improvise, but improvisation, itself,
depends on the porosity of the architecture. Consequently, the
architecture is porous, allowing novel constellations to emerge,
and so “similarly dispersed, porous, and commingled is private
life.” (Benjamin, Lācis, 2019).
What Benjamin and Lācis found in Naples, is what Benjamin
then aspired to find everywhere he went. It was life by cut-up
method: a pastiche of inner and outer, private and public,
theatre and trading floor, capitalist gambit, and life lived for its
own sake. The notion of porosity is one he would port into his
experimental book One Way Street, and to the Arcades Project.
It resulted in an aesthetic not dissimilar to the Soviet montage of
director Sergei Eisenstein in his famed Battleship Potemkin (made
in 1925, the year of Benjamin’s and Lācis’s visit to Naples),
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A similar process has befallen foreign travel in the late 20th
century, making the kind of surprise encounter Benjamin and
Lācis experienced harder to find for millennials and zoomers.
Prior to covid lockdown, foreign travel was like popping to the
shops for a generation of young adults habituated to hopping
from city to city like only international Statesmen did prior to
some point in the early 21st Century. Yet what can these stu-
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In the late industrial capitalist period, montage editing was
most likely to be seen in advertising, where quick cuts between,
for example, the body and interior of an Audi or BMW being
driven around flaming cliffside roads, served to give a sense of
adventure, so as to appeal to the prospective alpha male purchaser. Such portrayals of dynamism missed the aspect of ambiguity
that Benjamin and Lācis together identified in Naples. Indeed,
even when the automobile-protagonist of a car advertisement
is driven without purpose there is always the sense that it is
being driven to meet a deadline. The montage effect had been
effectively co-opted via the mainstream media, such that the
unpredictable edits that were designed to provoke the imagination of viewers in Soviet cinema were constrained and led
towards purposeful masculinity. Diversion from the usual route
was permitted, even encouraged, so long as it was over in time
to recommence gainful work.

dents know of these cities, which pass them by like candy on a
conveyor belt? In the era of Ryanair, locations, communities,
and political cultures are picked up and put aside at whim,
disallowing the opportunity for tourists to note the peculiar
rhythms of cities such as Naples, which in actuality remains as
porous as it was when Benjamin and Lācis visited.
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which features rapidly shifting film frames which together make
up a sort of sense which arises from their disparate parts. As a
filmmaker, Eisentstein took literally the notion of dialectical
materialism, whereby competing forces gave rise to new historical moments and attempted to emulate this motion on the
editing floor. Such an approach seen on the projected film reel,
had the double effect of out-weirding and out pacing industrial
capitalism, as juxtaposed images led the public to strive for a
meaning that would, Eisenstein hoped, lead them to rise up
against their social class superiors.

In the years prior to covid lockdown, foreign travel came to
be seen as a series of snapshot opportunities, as can be seen
in the Netflix series Emily in Paris. The show features a hapless
20-something American fashion intern bumbling through the
city, unable to appreciate the nuances of a culture that retains
some small element of porosity. Emily’s botched entrance into
the Paris fashion scene, and final acceptance by its snobbish
coterie, are played out nearly entirely through online interaction over her smartphone, in keeping with her being a young
millennial. While this initially serves to alienate her from her
colleagues and boss, it turns out that her talent for instagram
PR finally allows Emily to gain favour with the stereotypically
aloof Parisiennes. This comes about as Emily secures a number
of business deals via unwitting social marketing flair. The shallowness of this plot underlines the anyhow overt cynicism of
the Netflix corporation, who wilfully incorporate quick edits
— from phone screen to Arc De Triomphe and back again —
to reinforce the commodifying effects of digital era capitalism.
Emily in Paris confirms that the coming of age journey, which
has been practically a rite of passage for young westerners, has
been fully subsumed by commerce. One can more-or-less lose
him or herself in a foreign city, but they will never lose touch
with insta or facebook (or indeed, Netflix).
The experience of being lost in or shaken-up by a foreign city
is reduced to a simple exclamation at the oddness of a foreign
culture, which is posted online. This effectively allows for a protective distancing from the sense of awe that might otherwise
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Organised tourism, like the serial city-hopping of the middle
class millennial or zoomer, serves to prevent the tourist from
witnessing the moments of porosity that would otherwise signal the falsity of life in a capitalist society. As such, it becomes
increasingly difficult to apprehend the fabric of a city in all of its
constituent parts, comprising commodities which embody the
accumulated history of capitalism. The flaneur-like pace of Benjamin’s sojourns into the arcades of Paris is no longer feasible, as,
in any case, social media algorithms demand that we document
and post all our noteworthy experiences (and many of the banal
ones). Even moments of relaxation are punctuated by the need to
let other people know we are relaxing.
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“If in keeping with bourgeois standards it is chalked up as a
special merit that someone has feeling for nature-which is for the
most part a moralistic-narcissistic posturing as if to say: What a
fine person I must be to enjoy myself with such gratitude-then
the very next step is a ready response to such testimonies of
impoverished experience as appear in ads in the personal column
that claim “sensitivity to everything beautiful.” Here the essence
of the experience of nature is deformed. There is hardly anything
left of it in organized tourism. To feel nature, and most of all its
silence, has become a rare privilege and has in turn become commercially exploitable.” (Adorno, 1997).

This foreclosure of the possibility of transcending capitalism’s
conditions by becoming momentarily lost — or by temporarily
finding the irrational core of nature — is not, however, all pervasive. The famed ‘hexing of the moon’ by novice TikTok witches
comes to mind as one example of resistance to the staid processes
of ostensibly rational capitalism. The fact that young pagans tried
to cast a spell on a celestial being and document it on TikTok
is less interesting in itself than the fact that this occurrence was
reported in national newspapers, going viral globally, and thereby signaling an interest in counter-rational processes. Though
the attempted moon hex is only the tip of the iceberg as regards
occult and parapsychological experience online.
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break Emily (or thousands like her) out of their online-consumerist bubble. For Benjamin and Lācis, Naples revealed a sense
of ambiguity that was shocking to them, and which signaled
that humanity has not transcended the rawness and unpredictability of nature. The reduction of even sublime awe to a tourist
selfie opportunity recalls the tendency for people to list ‘walks
in nature’ as an interest in their dating profile as a means to
convey depth of character. As Adorno argues in Aesthetic
Theory, a work that was left unfinished when he himself died
from a heart attack while out walking in Switzerland in 1969:

Another is ‘reality shifting’, a trend that involves altering one’s
reality through a trance induced just prior to sleep, to that of
another dimension (your ‘desired reality’). Adherents claim that
they are able to shift to a reality entirely of their own choosing,
given the claimed existence of infinite dimensions (including
the most popular choice for shifters, ‘Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry’, from the Harry Potter book and
films series).
Whilst both these phenomena signal a desire to escape the
materialist reality that capitalism is founded upon, the smartphone app Randonautica utilises science to upset daily routines
by generating random coordinates for the user and sending
them on a journey aimed at disrupting the rigid narratives that
characterize life in a data capitalist economy. Users are encouraged to fixate on a topic or question (their ‘intention’) when
generating a location via a quantum random number generator,
apparently guaranteeing genuinely arbitrary results that will
align somehow with their thought processes.
Despite the plethora of Youtube videos (many fake) reporting
weird or macabre findings while using the app, Randonautica’s
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It is here worth recalling Benjamin’s famed description of Paul
Klee’s print, the Angelus Novelus, which Benjamin bought in 1921:
“His face is turned toward the past. Where we perceive a chain
of events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling
wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet.
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The confluence of Jungian synchronicity and Debordian Dérive
practically bring about a Benjaminian process, as the events
and objects witnessed while ‘Randonauting’ can potentially
be incorporated within the wider image and event repository
held in the mind of the individual. Much of the information
in this repository will come from online experience, whether
that be in the form of memes, YouTube videos, streams, online
TV, social media chat, Zoom conversations, reading, or online
shopping. As such, Randonautica’s encouragement of reflection
upon experiences, events, and images that arise from random
excursions, could by example lead to greater reflection on the
media objects that we encounter daily online, linking them to
‘in real life’ activity. From here it would be possible to treat not
only the outcome of such excursions as worthy of reflection but
also our daily intake of online stimuli, allowing for a linking
of online culture to physical reality and an emergent theory of
capitalism that sees memes as images projected from within the
history of capitalist production.

The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole
what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise;
it has got caught in his wings with such violence that the angel
can no longer close them. The storm irresistibly propels him
into the future to which his back his turned, while the pile of
debris before him grows skyward. The storm is what we call
progress.” (Benjamin, 1968).
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founders aim to create experiences of Jungian synchronicity for
the user, incorporating what the founder of analytical psychology called ‘meaningful coincidences’, as the symbols noted on
a given randonauting journey aid him or her in an exploration
of their individual subconscious. Randonauting is also indebted
to the ‘Dérive’, a means of exploring a given city developed by
Lettrist and Situationist Guy Debord, which involved wandering the streets with a small group who are encouraged to give
themselves over to the sites of a given city, being guided by the
familiar and not so familiar in a bid to disrupt everyday routine.

Klee’s Angel of History is portrayed as representing the present
moment, facing backwards upon the accumulated junk of the
past, as if we in the present moment look back upon a history
strewn behind us. At the same time, we recede into a future
which will be shaped by our current reaction to this accumulation
of past experiences. What Benjamin aimed at via his forays into
the arcades of Paris was a reading of capitalist history in the contemporary commodities for sale there, so that history itself could
be reshaped and, with it, the future. It is our task today as digital
flaneurs to take the vast montage of shitpost memes, selfies,
belfies, algorithm driven advertisements, news sites, TV serials,
dating apps, massive online games, etc., and contextualise them
alongside the tactile economies that still underpin our individual,
working, and social experience. Real life excursions employing an
awareness of synchronicity can aid in the configuration of a symbolism that roots online experience in the porous conditions that
exist beyond the threadbare and false certainties of capitalism.
In this way we can put our online experience to work in helping
to realign our individual and collective reality.
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In conversation
with D.Z. Rowan

To better understand this new era of online politicization,
I interviewed a talented young blogger and memer whose
work has greatly inspired me over the past few years.
Our conversation outlines many of the factions and
subcultures which have recently come to prominence
among the online left, across platforms like Reddit,
Instagram and Discord. Familiar tropes of sectarian infighting are now amplified by the long tail of internet culture.
Might this process bring about something radically new?
Or will it push us further towards disintegration?

B Y J O S H U A C I TA R E L L A
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History and ideology are back in fashion. (Did they ever
truly leave?) The forces that are now in motion seem
difficult, if not impossible, to reverse. These emergent
political energies may grow to become socialism or to
become barbarism, but it seems unlikely that current
political groupings will remain as they are.
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In the past few years, a generation of young people have
become politicized online. What begins as a humorous or
ironic engagement with memes can often evolve into a
serious political commitment.

Josh: What social media platforms
do you use?
DZ: I’m on Instagram, Discord and
Reddit. I don’t really use [Reddit]
that much. I’ve had at least like 12
accounts over the years. Instagram is
kind of the main hub for me.
Josh: How would you describe your
politics or ideology?
DZ: Usually, I just call myself a
Marxist because it’s easy and it’s a
little bit broad. If I want to be more
specific, I guess post-Marxist is more
accurate to what I actually believe.
But I don’t really tend to go into the
hyper specific. I’m associated with
accelerationism and communization.
I tend to not call myself those things
just because, when you say, “I’m X.”
It’s like opening a can of worms. And
then I say, “Hey, I’m X,” and then I have
to go on and explain X, and I don’t
have the time to do that, so I just call
myself a Marxist or post-Marxist.
Josh: Who are some of your biggest
influences?
DZ: I think my biggest influence
is just the work of the Situationists,
particularly Debord. Deleuze is also
a big influence on me, as I feel like
everybody’s aware. Obviously, Marx.
If I had to pick three main ones, those
would be the three.
Josh: Can you tell me about the
household that you were raised in?
Are your folks liberal? Are they conservative, apolitical, somewhere in
between?
DZ: For the majority of my childhood, I was raised in a very conservative household. Over the years,
I’ve had family members that have
become more liberal. When I visit
my family, it’s not anywhere near as
conservative as it was. My extended
family is still very conservative, because there was a very heavy religious
presence in my house growing up and
even now.

Josh: You and I have been in contact for a little while now. I interviewed you for the book last year. We
also commissioned you to write an
article for Rhizome in 2019, and this
touched on topics of queer struggle,
cyberspace and cyber reality. The
piece was actually an excerpt from a
much larger text published on your
blog, which we can plug here; dzrowan.wordpress.com. I highly recommend checking out DZ’s work. I’d like
to talk about the full arc of your story
of how you got into political ideas and
discuss a little bit about where you
are now, but maybe let’s try and start
at the beginning-- When did you first
learn about or start visiting online
political communities?
DZ: I started getting involved online
in 2015, 2016, and because of my
upbringing, access to technology was
kind of restricted. And also because
of my social class, we couldn’t afford
wifi. We still can’t. My access to tech
was always really restricted, and in
2015, 2016, I was able to finally afford
a phone and was able to access the
internet more and have a data plan.
I had had an interest in politics previously. I’ve always kind of had an interest in it. 2016 was a volatile year for
a lot of people and I kind of bought
into all the hype. I got into politics

“I started getting involved
online in 2015, 2016, and
because of my upbringing,
access to technology
was kind of restricted.
And also because of my
social class, we couldn’t
afford wifi. We still can’t.”
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“Some just say they’re
post-left. But basically
their issue with the social
anarchists and with the
left in general is kind of
a distrust of society and
civilization as a whole.”
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DZ: I was certainly not as ... I don’t
know. I feel like calling myself radical
feels maybe a little self-important,
but I legitimately was not as radical. Nobody’s radical starting out. It
requires a lot of studying and criticism
in order to get to that point. I was
basically a social Democrat, and then
I slowly ... You go from social Democrat, then you go, “Oh, democratic
socialist,” and then you go, whatever.
I actually had a very, very brief and
kind of half-hearted Marxist-Leninist
phase. Very brief, and then I did a 180
and I started calling myself a syndicalist. I’m cringing so hard just thinking
about it. But I became a syndicalist,
and after a while of going through the
whole syndicalism, it’s just so funny to
me that people are syndicalists in the
21st century. Anyways, I then became
a post-leftist. That was at the time
when I was beginning to write. Eventually, there are aspects of post-leftism as a whole and anarchism as
a whole that I could no longer get
behind, and then I became a Marxist
and I was a left-communist for a little
bit. And then due to ... I don’t want to
say necessarily disagreements, because I still agree with a great deal of left
communism, but more so with just
issues I had with the theory in terms
of relevance and in terms of application. I became interested in other areas,
and so I stopped calling myself that.
I don’t call myself that anymore, and
that has brought us to the present.
I definitely am not calling myself left
communist. I’m a Marxist, but not
really in the traditional sense.
Josh: I’ve followed that arc of politicization for a few people, but I think
a lot of the readers may be unfamiliar
with some of the terms that you’re
mentioning. Can you describe “postleft”? What does the term post-left
encompass? What are the influences
attached to that?
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more so than I had been into them
previously. So I got on social media,
and once you get on social media, it’s
pretty easy to find political spaces.
You just kind of have to search for
them, type in “communism” or something, and you will find people. Once I
started following people, it didn’t feel
closed. It was very open in 2016, and
so I was pretty quickly added to group
chats. Yeah, so it was a pretty easy
process for me.		
Josh: What platforms did you start
on, say 2015-2016? I imagine Discord
probably comes later on.
DZ: I was on Instagram. That was
the first.				
Josh: It’s kind of the best, isn’t it?
DZ: I think so. It’s as good as it can
be because, I mean, there’s still quite
a bit of toxicity in the community, but
it’s nothing like Twitter. Twitter is a
nightmare. Twitter is hell.		
Josh: Let’s say, just so I understand
the path or the speed at which you
move through these things, so you
would start on Instagram in 2015 or
2016 and are you on Reddit simultaneously?		
DZ: I’ve been on Reddit on and off.
My Reddit use isn’t ... Sometimes it’s
political. Sometimes it’s not. It depends on what account I’m using. I’m
pretty sure I’ve lost the passwords for
most of them. That’s been on and off
since maybe 2014.
Josh: What year would you have
started using Discord? Does that
come alongside Instagram in 2016 or
does that come later?
DZ: I want to say 2017, maybe 2018.
Josh: How have your views changed
since you started participating in these spaces? I imagine that you didn’t
log on in 2015 or 2016 and describe
your politics as a post-Marxist, so
what did you come to social media
with? What were your politics around
that time?

DZ: People in the post-left don’t
necessarily like being called post-left
anarchists. They don’t like the term
anarchism to apply to the post-left.
They like saying post-left anarchy, and
to me it’s just semantics, but I don’t
know. To them it’s meaningful. So it’s
a kind of broad umbrella term for tendencies within anarchism that diverged
away from social anarchism. Social anarchism is the more classic anarchism;
Kropotkin. And syndicalism is also considered a part of social anarchism. So
the post-left anarchists are basically
critiquing the social anarchistic school.
It’s not a really unified tendency. There’s a lot of different tendencies within
the post-left. Some post-left anarchists call themselves anarcho-primitivists.
Some of them are mutualists. Some of
them call themselves insurrectionists.
You have the egoists, you have the
nihilists. Very edgy (laughs) ... So there
are just a lot of ... Yeah. A lot of these
different schools of thought and some
of them don’t really subscribe to one in
particular. Some just say they’re postleft. But basically their issue with the
social anarchists and with the left in
general is kind of a distrust of society
and civilization as a whole. So there’s
kind of a ... According to them, leftism
tries to really create a different society.
But they want to destroy society as
we know it. They want to do that as
a process. Some don’t necessarily
believe in a kind of state of being that

is outside of society. Some just see it
as a continuous process of criticism or
of revolt. Others see kind of an anarchy
that is somehow outside of society as
we know it. So that’s kind of the basic
gist of it that tends to be universal for
the post-left. There are, of course, a
lot of differences in tactics as well. So
they tend to be very critical of unions
and union-based struggle. There’s
a rejection of revolution in favor of
insurrection
Josh: I think part of what makes
post-left an appealing label for people
is that it’s very generative, and it can
include a lot of these different things.
It’s difficult to have an effective operating shorthand, but if there is one,
it’s something like; the left is what
allows capitalism to maintain itself,
where otherwise it would self-destruct. On that topic, if I can throw in
something more interesting, I wanted
to ask about unconditional accelerationism and Nick Land. How does he
fold into some of these more unusual
post-left ideas?
DZ: In my time within post-left
circles, there was mention of accelerationism. It’s definitely not as big
as, say, anarcho-primitivism. In terms
of the post-left, accelerationism has
kind of come and gone already in
online spaces, at least. I mean, it will
probably come back into popularity
eventually, but basically when I was
in the post-left, it was already kind of
on its way out, and primitivism was
becoming more popular within the
post-left. I think the reason for that is
that accelerationism isn’t an anarchist
idea. In terms of my opinions on the
subject of Nick Land and accelerationism ... and when I say accelerationism, I’m referring to unconditional,
because that’s typically what people
mean when they say that, and that’s
what Nick Land meant when he first
coined the term, so that’s what I’m
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Josh: That seems to be almost an
occupational hazard of being part of
political subcultures on the internet is that sometimes these terms
accumulate very negative baggage
very quickly, which is hard to shed or
requires significant rebranding at the
very least. Yeah, I guess, so I empathize with you for sure. Allow me to
summarize this to make sure that I’m
on the same page. Your journey begins
somewhere around 2015 or ‘16, when
you first get your own smartphone.
You enter into Instagram. You had
been on Reddit previously, but your
online time spikes way up once you
have your own data plan. At first, you
are probably social Democrat leaning,
then transition to democratic socialism. You briefly identify as an ML for
a very brief period. You get interested
in anarcho-syndicalism. Shortly after
that, you make your way into the
post-left, which encapsulates a lot
of disparate ideas from accelerationism to egoism and Max Sterner, civ
critique, anti-civ or an-prim. Around
this time, I don’t think you’ve said this
explicitly, but I’ve inferred that this
included your leap to Discord, that
while surveying these various communities and political groups there was a
platform leap involved. More recently,
you were briefly a leftcom. You now
identify as a Post-Marxist or Marxist
for convenience. You try to not associate yourself with the term “unconditional accelerationism,” because it’s
just been used too much to mean too
many different things on the internet.
Does that sound roughly accurate?
DZ: Yeah. Roughly.
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going to go by because it ends up
being very clunky and difficult to kind
of go through if you put all the different [labels]. But in terms of Land,
I think the popular opinion, old Land
good, new Land bad. That still kind of
holds up. I mean, all theorists change
over time. The thing to remember
about Nick Land is that he’s been
addicted. He struggled with addiction,
and that has influenced his theory to
a degree, and so the kind of chaotic
persona that he has is not entirely
just him being that type of person. It’s
also what he has dealt with in his life,
so I think people need to kind of keep
that in mind when they talk about
him. But early Land is interesting, and
his contributions to Deleuze are very
interesting to me, and unconditional
accelerationism for me is something
that people who know what it is will
see it in my work, especially in my
later work where I’m consciously putting it in. But I don’t tend to use the
word because it’s become a little pop
political. It’s kind of become an edgy
term that people will throw around
to refer to anything that’s supposed
to be subversive and out of the box.
Anything that people are like, “Oh, this
is going to be really radical and cool,”
people like to throw that term around.
To me, it has a reputation that I don’t
want to continue, and I don’t want it
to affect me. I do consider myself an
accelerationist, because I acknowledge the process. I wouldn’t necessarily call it my primary label, because
it’s not supposed to be a primary
label. It’s just an acknowledgement of
a process. So in my latest work, I do
incorporate it and I do describe it, and
I will not mention it just because of
the kind of reputation and the culture
around it. I just don’t want to be involved with that.
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Our latest project Talk to Meme is a chat game in which the
player ends up in a conversation with a memetic persona.
Talk to Meme is an encounter between two famous meme
characters in the intimate context of the chat. As a player
you are drawn into the story of the meme. You’ll win by
“becoming” the character.
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Mona Lisa’s projects are about memetic identity

In the first prototype of Talk to Meme the

performance. Allowing people to play out an

protagonist is Karen, she is a meme. As an

identity on the web. We try to set up a situation

anti-hero, the Karen meme is used to visualize,

in which you can create an ironic distance from

imagine and criticize a social figure. Karen

yourself and your personal preferences because

personifies the debate around white privilege

we think this opens up a reflection on what is

and racism. Karen is a memetic weapon in the

“normal”?

battle against white privilege. She fears black
people, she won’t wear a face mask, and she

Often we try to create a state of otherness by

screams at Starbucks employees. She knows

working with puppets. Using puppets you can

her rights and acts upon them. The popular

allow yourself to trespass the Overton window,

meme character ‘Karen’ is a stereotypical white

saying and making things that cannot be said,

middle aged female identifying person who

allowing you a certain irresponsibility — a space

calls the police because other people (mainly

to try out thoughts and attitudes to see how

black people) make her feel unsafe. This funda-

others respond to them. There is something

mental scenario is just one of many that are

liberating about controlling a puppet that is

being introduced in the chat.

not you but you being reduced to a type.

BY KIM DE GROOT

The chat presents a behavioural script for Karen
drawn from hundreds of Karen memes and
videos. Karen’s scripted text in the chat both
follows the scenario of the Karen meme as it
develops online while also introducing new perspectives for debate. The storyline starts with
Karen and her ideas about African-American men.
After this, it follows a variety of topic trails.
As a user you can follow these various trails
or scenarios in the script with which you can
experience changing perspectives on the Karen
meme and its related issues. Such as:
- Karen discovers she is a sexist meme
- Karen gets confronted with herself
as a racist
- Karen gets some room to share her side
of the story (losing her job)
- Karen claims ‘karen’ is a racial slur
just like the n-word
- Karen is a racist
- White woman calls police
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because she feels unsafe

Karen and Justine Snapchat-filters

“we wanted people to get
involved with a character
and to be drawn into a
conversation that makes
them feel uncomfortable.”

David Horvitz, 241543903, 2009 – ongoing. Courtesy of the artist and ChertLüdde, Berlin

What we aimed for in the first place is for peo-

Memetic Persona:

ple to get to know the meme character Karen

Anti-hero’s and Ironic Self-identifiers

and the hype that has come to surround her.

The anti-hero memes of Karen and the Social

Also we wanted people to get involved with a

Justice Warrior fulfill the need of “othering”,

character and to be drawn into a conversation

the need to mock and stereotype people dif-

that makes them feel uncomfortable. Finally we

ferent to yourself. In Talk to Meme we use the

wanted the dialogue and its multiple possible

confrontation with a stereotype as a form of

storylines to make you think about possible

collective identification that we hope brings us

ways to approach the meme. To become aware

closer together, rather than dividing us.

of its fundamental bigger topics such as racism
and sexism but also of bullying and the mobile

The concept of the stereotype holds an interes-

phone as a weapon and defense mechanism.

ting paradox. Nobody wants to fall into its cate-

We tried to break the ongoing repetitive rhythm

gory (although we know we are all a hotchpotch

of the Karen meme by taking the necessary

of stereotypical characteristics) but at the

time to consider it in the format of the chat;

same time it is a great framework for identity

setting up an interactive, two-way conversation.

experimentation. A stereotype is a character or

When zooming in and taking the time with this

a type that we create outside of us ourselves.

meme the swiftness and biased view loosens

A type that we can assign with certain qualities

and the underlying debates of the meme reveal

and characteristics. While online the stereotype

themselves. Finally, we hoped it could work as

is mostly confirmed and repeated in Talk to

a litmus test for one’s own prejudices.

Meme we try to nuance the stereotype by each

and while doing so creates a unique alteration.

Talk to Meme there was too little space to play

Each new gameplay of Karen makes “your”

out a character, too little room to play a role.

unique Karen, you might decide Karen needs to

How could we let people truly experience being

get therapy for her nosiness and see that she

a memetic character? Therefore we decided to

suddenly shows more empathy than you would

make one fundamental change. We replaced the

expected. In your hands you can change the

fixed script with an open dialogue between two

stereotype. By making Karen performative the

memetic personas. Playing this game means you

meme gets translated into something new.

need to “become” a Karen or Justine (a Social
Justice Warrior which is the second memetic
character we added to the game) by writing and
thus talking like a Karen or Justine.
You get help on the way to becoming a Justine or
a Karen in the form of access to a well-stocked
speech and image library containing inspirational memetic quotes on topics such as “sexuality and gender”, “racism”, “Covid”, etc. Through
these speech libraries the player will find out
what really matters to Karen and Justine and
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nutes everyone tries to identify with this type

Eventually we found that in the first prototype of

MEMENESIA

player producing a new variant of it. For 8 miTalk to Meme Chat Game
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For a future project we would like to work with
another kind of memetic persona; the ironic
self-identifiers. The latter are memes that do
not criticize the ‘other’ but ironically and cynically criticize the self, such as the Doomer, the
Doomer girl, the Coomer and other variants of
Wojak style memes.
Studying these ironic self-identification memes
will enable a visual and linguistic analysis of
online bodylore. What kind of identities can be
drawn from the vernacular body language and
redrawing of the body that is being proposed
in the new generation of meme stereotypes?
Where Talk to Meme was about two oppositional hyped memetic persona’s, we would now
like to work on an encyclopedic collection,
a typology of memetic personas.

their position within these topics. Each player
has 8 minutes to show her or himself to be the
best Karen or Justine by sending each other
messages that are typical for both characters.
The one who can truly “become” their character
wins!

www.talktomeme.monalisa-s.org/
www.monalisa-s.org/
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